Early CP Risk Detection and Intervention Task Force Agenda/Minutes

MEETING OBJECTIVE

Draft Mission Statement

*New Mexico infants at risk for cerebral palsy will receive timely, specific screening and if identified at “high risk” appropriate services will be available.*

Vision / Mission Statement

*All infants at risk for Cerebral Palsy should have access to opportunities, including quality healthcare, education, employment, etc., in order to optimize their function, fulfill their dreams and participate in their communities.*

Agenda

4:30 General announcements and discussion

Comments

By

-Gigi and Sandy met with Naomi from PRO is a good partner for the future. Erin went AAPC took HINE training in OHIO and interest nationally and follow up in Local training with HINE/ Amazing Newborn conference presentation/ considering working with Babynet resources – this can be a project for the taskforce
-Announcements:
  - Member updates
  - legislative update
  - presentations/educational opportunities
  - HINE training recap

Anne presented at Amazing Newborn – had a lot of interest and questions after the conference – talked about how to get to those babies who are not at risk and identify them early/ how to empower parents at large on advocating for their baby / NM pediatric society maybe an option to reach physicians – suggestion of develop questionnaire where the physician does not have to do a physical screening – HINE not necessarily done by the PCP
-Gerri presented at ANC / Gerri called CPF about and would talk Dr. Maithre about if
there is funding. Also we could sponsor a trainer for HINE if we covered cost of travel. How many babies in NICU and how many identified with CP and at what age. How is the information applied to NICU and special baby clinic
Pres. s working on a group to go to the GMA training in Chicago in May – Cynthia, Leslie, Andrea, Anne
Karen presented ANB / Legislative council service – working on memorial and working on a funding bill through FIT – the department will need to review the bill / At the ICC -Karen spoke to Janis Gonzales who is the medical director at DOH and president of pediatric society / Interagency Coordinating Council – we want to present at a future meeting.
Cindy – talking a lot about the HINE and went to the AACP – overwhelming conference – went to Dr. Maithre’s workshop –she is doing the HINE in the clinic – calling PCP or other physician (like neurologist) – working with EPIC and the HINE will be system wide - ?
March. Dr. Gehres is interested in HINE – earlier referral to EI
Kendra Attended HINE with Dr. Winter and using it in work
Angie Attended HINE / doing HINE / working with Inspirations staff – coaching / appreciate the scoring of from Dr. Winter
Dr. Armstrong – practicing HINE on typical babies – less of children referred to CP clinic as they many are over 2 yr. /Carrie Tingley
Winter seminar is in Jan. and Dr. Armstrong is on the agenda. Dr. Hank Chambers is coming to the seminar and he is orthopedist.
Dr. Whisler – went to AACP and did HINE training – do we want to submit for a breakfast session for next meeting which would be in Jan. 29
State Medical Society – Karen get bill information to Sandy W. so that the Society can support bills
| Suggestion that develop a screening tool or questionnaire for parents to fill out |
| Reviewed questionnaire developed by Kendra [plan to send it out to group for feedback |

| **Tasks: Focus groups progress/steps**  
  [https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1DLRtteuiZUwsz2v973IS0M7C8lyB8RB](https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1DLRtteuiZUwsz2v973IS0M7C8lyB8RB) | **Who is responsible** |
|----------------------------------------------------------|-------------------------|

| **5:40 Whole group discussion sharing** | Sandy W will be talking to physician legislators next week and Karen will connect with her about the draft bills  
Angie – start at training with EI providers – potential start with the EI plan in new year. |
| **5:50 Next steps/meeting** | January 14, 2019 at 4:30 |

<p>| <strong>Other</strong> |
| <strong>Attendees:</strong> |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NEXT MEETING</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
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</tr>
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<tbody>
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<td>TIME</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4:30-6:00 PM</td>
<td>CDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJECTIVE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes